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Abstract. We provide the first explicit construction of genus 2 curves
over finite fields whose Jacobians are ordinary, have large prime-order
subgroups, and have small embedding degree. Our algorithm is modeled on the Cocks-Pinch method for constructing pairing-friendly elliptic
curves [5], and works for arbitrary embedding degrees k and prime subgroup orders r. The resulting abelian surfaces are defined over prime
fields Fq with q ≈ r4 . We also provide an algorithm for constructing
genus 2 curves over prime fields Fq with ordinary Jacobians J having the
property that J[r] ⊂ J(Fq ) or J[r] ⊂ J(Fqk ) for any even k.
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Introduction

In the last few years, many cryptographic protocols have been proposed that
make use of bilinear pairings [25]. While the protocols are described in the language of abstract groups, in practice the pairings used are the Weil and Tate
pairings on abelian varieties over finite fields. These pairings take as input two
points on an abelian variety A defined over a finite field Fq and give as output
an element of an extension field Fqk . The degree k of the extension field is known
as the “embedding degree” of the abelian variety.
For pairing-based cryptosystems to be both efficient and secure, the embedding degree k should be chosen so that the discrete logarithm problem is equally
difficult on the abelian variety (where only exponential-time discrete logarithm
algorithms are known) and in the multiplicative group of the extension field
(where there exist subexponential-time discrete logarithm algorithms). Since the
optimal embedding degree will vary according to the desired level of security, in
order to build systems with a variety of security levels we wish to have a supply
of abelian varieties with various embedding degrees.
While elliptic curves remain the most common choice of a family of abelian
varieties for cryptographic protocols, Bernstein [2] and Lange [18] have recently
shown that for certain applications Jacobians of genus 2 curves are now competitive with elliptic curves in terms of performance and security. In addition,
Frey and Lange [9] have shown that in many situations the Tate pairing can be
computed more efficiently on Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves of genus g > 1

than on elliptic curves. It is thus only natural that we should seek to construct
“pairing-friendly” genus 2 curves, i.e. curves whose Jacobians have small embedding degree.
At present there exist very few constructions of pairing-friendly genus 2
curves. Rubin and Silverberg [26] showed that any supersingular Jacobian of a
genus 2 curve has embedding degree at most 12. Galbraith, McKee, and Valença
[11] demonstrated the existence of isogeny classes of ordinary abelian surfaces
over prime fields with small embedding degree, and Hitt [14] demonstrated the
existence of p-rank 1 abelian surfaces in characteristic 2 with small embedding
degree. However, to date there exist no equations of genus 2 curves over fields
of cryptographic size whose Jacobians are not supersingular and have small embedding degree.
In this paper we provide the first explicit construction of genus 2 curves whose
Jacobians are ordinary, have large prime-order subgroups, and have prescribed
embedding degree. Our construction is modeled on the Cocks-Pinch method for
constructing pairing-friendly elliptic curves [5], and makes use of the Complex
Multiplication (CM) method of curve construction. The outline of our algorithm
is as follows:
1. Find primes q and r and a polynomial h(x) such that if h(x) is the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius of an abelian surface A over Fq , then A has
a subgroup of order r with embedding degree k.
2. Use the Igusa class polynomials for the quartic CM field K = Q[x]/(h(x))
to construct a genus 2 curve C over Fq such that the Jacobian of C has
characteristic polynomial of Frobenius h(x).
The difficult part of the construction is ensuring that the polynomial h(x)
defines a CM field K for which the Igusa class polynomials can be computed
efficiently using current methods. The solution to this problem is our most important theoretical contribution.
Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 addresses Step 1 of the algorithm. In this section we give a precise definition of embedding degree, and we
give a set of explicit conditions necessary for the prime q and the polynomial
h(x) to have the desired properties. We give separate sets of conditions that
address two different notions of embedding degree: the standard notion as described above, and a new notion we call the “full embedding degree,” which
indicates the field over which the full set of r-torsion points of A is defined.
Section 3 addresses Step 2 of the algorithm. We find explicit formulas that
relate the CM field K to the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius h(x). We then
use the theory of ordinary abelian varieties over finite fields to give conditions
on h(x) such that the desired genus 2 curve C exists over Fq . Construction of C
from roots of the Igusa class polynomials modulo q is then a standard procedure.
In Section 4 we give a complete algorithm for constructing genus 2 curves
whose Jacobians are ordinary and have prescribed embedding degree. In Section
5 we give an analogous algorithm for constructing genus 2 curves whose Jacobians
are ordinary and have prescribed full embedding degree; i.e. all r-torsion points

of the Jacobian are defined over a specified field extension. Examples of curves of
cryptographic size constructed using these algorithms appear in the Appendices.
Finally, in Section 6 we consider possible extensions of our constructions.
We show that our algorithms extend readily to produce abelian varieties that
have small embedding degree with respect to subgroups of composite order; such
varieties are required by a number of recent protocols. We also consider methods
of generalizing the algorithm to improve the ratio between the sizes of the primes
q and r. Our method produces varieties with log q/ log r ≈ 4; our hope is that
the techniques presented here will lead to constructions that reduce this ratio to
its theoretical minimum of 1/2.
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Pairing-Friendly Abelian Varieties

In this section we gather together facts about abelian varieties relevant to our
construction. Good overviews of the subject can be found in the articles of
Waterhouse and Milne [30], which focuses on varieties over finite fields, and
Milne [22], which treats varieties over arbitrary fields.
An abelian variety A is a complete algebraic variety with a group structure
whose operations are given by algebraic morphisms. An elliptic curve is a onedimensional abelian variety, and an abelian surface is a two-dimensional abelian
variety. If A is an abelian variety defined over a field K, we denote by A(K)
the set of K-rational points of A. If r is an integer, then A[r] denotes the set of
all r-torsion points of A, defined over an algebraic closure of K. We denote by
A(K)[r] the set of r-torsion points of A defined over K. If A has dimension g
and r is prime to the characteristic of K, then A[r] ∼
= (Z/rZ)2g .
Every abelian variety A defined over a finite field Fq has an endomorphism
called the Frobenius endomorphism, which operates by raising the coordinates
of a point to the qth power. The Frobenius endomorphism satisfies an integer
polynomial h(x) known as the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius. By a theorem of Weil [22, Theorem 19.1], all of the complex roots of h(x) have absolute
√
value q; such a polynomial is called a q-Weil polynomial. If A has dimension
g, then this polynomial is of the form
h(x) = x2g + a1 x2g−1 + . . . + ag−1 xg+1 + ag xg
+ ag−1 qxg−1 + . . . + a1 q g−1 x + q g ,

(2.1)

By Honda-Tate theory [28], q-Weil polynomials are in one-to-one correspondence
with isogeny classes of abelian varieties over Fq .

If A is an abelian variety with characteristic polynomial of Frobenius h(x),
then #A(Fq ) = h(1). We say that A is ordinary if the middle coefficient ag of
h(x) is relatively prime to q, and A is supersingular if all of the complex roots
√
of h(x) are roots of unity times q. (For other equivalent definitions of ordinary
and supersingular, see [16, Definition 3.1] or [10, Theorem 1].) If g ≥ 2 then there
are g-dimensional abelian varieties that are neither ordinary nor supersingular.
The most common abelian varieties used in cryptography are Jacobians of
hyperelliptic curves of genus g ≥ 1. A hyperelliptic curve of genus g (over a field
of characteristic 6= 2) is the normal projective closure of a nonsingular affine
curve of the form y 2 = f (x), with deg f = 2g + 1 or 2g + 2. The Jacobian of
a projective genus g curve C, denoted Jac(C), is a g-dimensional principally
polarized abelian variety whose points are degree zero divisors on C modulo
principal divisors.
2.1

Pairings and Embedding Degrees

The two most common pairings on abelian varieties used in cryptography are
the Weil and Tate pairings. Let A be an abelian variety defined over a field K,
and let r be a positive integer. Let µr be the rth roots of unity in an algebraic
closure of K. The Weil pairing is a nondegenerate bilinear map
eweil,r : A[r] × A[r] → µr ,
while the Tate pairing is a nondegenerate bilinear map
etate,r : A(K)[r] × A(K)/rA(K) → K × /(K × )r .
If µr ⊂ K, then the target group K × /(K × )r is isomorphic to µr ; otherwise it
is isomorphic to µs for some s | r. Thus to obtain Weil or Tate pairing values of
order r, we must work over a field containing the rth roots of unity. We define
the embedding degree to be the extension degree of the smallest such field.
Definition 2.1. Let A be an abelian variety defined over a field K, and let r
be a positive integer relatively prime to char(K). We say that A has embedding
degree k with respect to r if
1. A has a K-rational point of order r, and
2. k is the smallest integer such that µr is contained in a degree-k extension of
K.
If C is a projective nonsingular curve, then we say that C has embedding degree
k with respect to r if and only if the Jacobian of C does.
Remark 2.2. If A is an abelian variety over a finite field Fq with an Fq -rational
point of order r, then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. A has embedding degree k with respect to r.
2. k is the smallest integer such that r divides q k − 1.

3. k is the multiplicative order of q modulo r.
Furthermore, if r is square-free these conditions are equivalent to
4. Φk (q) ≡ 0 (mod r), where Φk is the kth cyclotomic polynomial. (Cf. [8,
Proposition 2.4].)
The embedding degree gets its name because we can use a pairing to “embed” a cyclic subgroup of A of order r into the multiplicative group of the
degree-k extension of K. The MOV attack on the discrete logarithm problem
on supersingular elliptic curves [20] makes use of such an “embedding.” If A is
a g-dimensional abelian variety defined over Fq with q = pd and ` is the multiplicative order of p modulo r, then the quantity `/dg is a good measure of the
security of cryptosystems based on A [15]. If Fq is a prime field (i.e. d = 1) then
this quantity is equal to k/g.
In general we expect a “random” abelian variety over Fq with a point of
order r to have embedding degree k ≈ r; this statement has been made more
precise in the case of elliptic curves by Balasubramanian and Koblitz [1] and
Luca, Mireles, and Shparlinski [19]. In cryptographic applications r will be at
least 2160 , so computing pairings on random abelian varieties over Fq appears
hopeless. Thus we wish to construct abelian varieties over finite fields that have
points of large order r and small embedding degree with respect to r; such
varieties are called “pairing-friendly.”
Our first task is to give some conditions on the characteristic polynomial of
Frobenius that are sufficient for A to have embedding degree k.
Proposition 2.3. Let A be an abelian variety over Fq , and let h(x) be the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius of A. Let r - q be a prime number and k a
positive integer, and suppose the following hold:
h(1) ≡ 0
Φk (q) ≡ 0

(mod r),
(mod r),

where Φk is the kth cyclotomic polynomial. Then A has embedding degree k with
respect to r.
Furthermore, if k > 1 then A(Fqk ) contains two linearly independent rtorsion points.
Proof. The condition r | h(1) guarantees that A has an Fq -rational point of
order r, and by Remark 2.2 the condition r | Φk (q) implies that A has embedding
degree k with respect to r.
The proof of the “furthermore” clause follows an argument of Balasubramanian and Koblitz [1, Theorem 1]. Let h̃(x) be the reduction of h(x) modulo
r. The roots of h̃(x) are the eigenvalues of the Frobenius endomorphism F on
A[r]. From equation (2.1) we see that h(x) = (x2 /q)g h(q/x), so roots of h̃(x)
come in pairs (α, q/α). The hypothesis h(1) ≡ 0 (mod r) thus implies that h̃(q)
is also zero. The hypotheses h̃0 (1) 6= 0 and k > 1 imply that 1 and q are distinct roots with multiplicity 1, so A[r] has a one-dimensional eigenspace with

eigenvalue 1, and a one-dimensional eigenspace with eigenvalue q. Since q k = 1
(mod r), F k acts trivially on the two-dimensional span of these eigenspaces, so
t
u
dim A[r](Fqk ) ≥ 2.
If dim A = 1 (i.e. A is an elliptic curve) and the “furthermore” clause of
Proposition 2.3 holds, then since A[r] is two-dimensional we must have A[r] ⊂
A(Fqk ). However, if dim A > 1, then in general A[r] will not be contained in
A(Fqk ). Thus we define a second type of embedding degree, which indicates the
extension degree of the smallest field over which all r-torsion points of A are
defined.
Definition 2.4. Let A be an abelian variety defined over a field K, and let r be
a positive integer relatively prime to char(K). We say that A has full embedding
degree k with respect to r if
1. A has a K-rational point of order r, and
2. k is the smallest integer such that all r-torsion points of A are defined over
a degree-k extension of K.
If C is a projective nonsingular curve, then we say that C has full embedding
degree k with respect to r if and only if the Jacobian of C does.
Remark 2.5. The non-degeneracy of the Weil pairing [22, §16] implies that the
full embedding degree is a multiple of the embedding degree.
We next give a criterion that determines when all of the r-torsion points are
defined over a given extension field.
Proposition 2.6. Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety over Fq , let R be
the endomorphism ring of A, and suppose R is a Dedekind domain. Let F be
the Frobenius endomorphism of A, and for k ≥ 1 let hk (x) be the characteristic
polynomial of F k . Let r - q be a rational prime unramified in R, and suppose
that for some k, hk (x) ≡ (x − 1)2g (mod r). Then A[r] ⊂ A(Fqk ).
Proof. Let π ∈ R be the Frobenius endomorphism of A. By a result of Eisenträger
and Lauter [6, Fact 10], A[r] ⊂ A(Fqk ) if and only if π k − 1 ∈ rR. Since R is a
Dedekind domain and r is unramified in R, it suffices to show that π k − 1 ∈ p
for every prime p of R dividing r. Since π k is a root of hk (x), the hypothesis
hk (x) ≡ (x − 1)2g (mod r) implies that (π k − 1)2g ∈ p for every p | r, and since
R/p is a field we conclude that π k − 1 ∈ p for every p | r.
t
u
Using Proposition 2.6, we can now give a statement analogous to Proposition
2.3 that gives us sufficient conditions for A to have full embedding degree k.
Proposition 2.7. Let A be an abelian variety over Fq , and let h(x) be the
characteristic polynomial of Frobenius of A. Let r - q be a prime number, let
h̃(x) ∈ Fr [x] be h(x) modulo r, and suppose h̃(1) = 0. Let {αi } be the roots of
h̃(x) in Fr , and suppose that k is the least common multiple of the multiplicative
orders of all the αi . Suppose that either (1) gcd(h̃(x), h̃0 (x)) = 1 or (2) End(A)
is a Dedekind domain and r is unramified in End(A). Then A has full embedding
degree k with respect to r.

Proof. The condition h̃(1) = 0 guarantees that A has an Fq -rational point of
order r. The αi are the eigenvalues of the Frobenius endomorphism F on A[r].
Since αik = 1, all of the 2g eigenvalues of F k are 1, and by assumption k is the
smallest integer with this property.
If gcd(h̃(x), h̃0 (x)) = 1, then all the eigenvalues of F are distinct, so F is
diagonalizable. Thus F k is the identity on A[r], and we conclude that A[r] ⊂
A(Fqk ). If End(A) is a Dedekind domain and r is unramified in End(A), then
since the characteristic polynomial of F k modulo r is (x − 1)2g , we may apply
Proposition 2.6 to deduce that A[r] ⊂ A(Fqk ). Thus in both cases we see that A
has full embedding degree k with respect to r.
t
u
The security of pairing-based cryptographic protocols depends on both the
size r of the subgroup involved in the pairing and the size q k of the finite field
into which the pairing maps. Ideally r is very close to the total number of points
on the abelian variety. However, many of the constructions of pairing-friendly
varieties give values of r whose size is some fraction of the total number of
points on the variety. We define a parameter ρ that measures this ratio. Since
the Weil conjectures [22, Theorem 19.1] imply that #A(Fq ) = q g + O(q g−1/2 ),
it is reasonable to use q g as an approximation to #A(Fq ) in our definition.
Definition 2.8. Let A/Fq be a g-dimensional abelian variety, and suppose r
divides #A(Fq ). The ρ-value of A (with respect to r) is defined to be
ρ(A) =

g log q
.
log r

Varieties with a prime number of points, such as MNT elliptic curves [23],
will have ρ-value very close to 1; this is the “ideal” case. The expression kρ/g
measures the ratio of the size of the field into which the pairing maps to the size of
the prime-order subgroup on the variety. Recommended values of this expression
to achieve “balanced” security levels comparable to standard sizes of keys for
symmetric encryption have been given by several authors; for a summary, see [8,
Table 1.1].

3

Constructing Ordinary Abelian Surfaces via the Genus
2 CM Method

In this section we consider the problem of generating a genus 2 curve C such
that Jac(C) is ordinary and has characteristic polynomial of Frobenius equal to
a specified q-Weil polynomial h(x).
Let A be an absolutely simple ordinary g-dimensional abelian variety over a
finite field Fq . We denote by End(A) the ring of endomorphisms of A defined
over Fq . This ring is a rank-2g Z-module that is isomorphic as a Z-algebra to
an order in the ring of integers in a number field K. We say that such a variety
A has complex multiplication by K or CM by K. The field K has degree 2g and
is an imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real number field of degree g; a

field with these properties is called a CM field. A CM field K is primitive if it
contains no proper CM subfields.
The fundamental fact we will use in our construction of pairing-friendly
abelian surfaces is the following, which relates the CM field to the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius.
Fact 3.1 ([30, Theorem 8]). Let K be a CM field. An ordinary abelian variety A/Fq has CM by K if and only if K ∼
= Q[x]/(h(x)), where h(x) is the
characteristic polynomial of Frobenius of A.
In the case of abelian surfaces, we can give a more explicit relation between
the CM field and the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius.
Lemma 3.2. Let h(x) ∈ Z[x] be a polynomial with integer coefficients of the
form
h(x) = x4 − sx3 + tx2 − sqx + q 2 .
(3.1)
Then the four complex roots of h(x) are
s
r
r

 2
1
s
s2
s 1 s2
+
− t + 2q ±
− t − 2q + s
− t + 2q,
4 2 4
2
2
4
s
r
r
 2

s 1 s2
1
s
s2
−
− t + 2q ±
− t − 2q − s
− t + 2q.
4 2 4
2
2
4
Proof. An easy calculation shows that if α is a root of h(x), then α + q/α is a
root of x2 − sx + t − 2q. The result then follows from two successive applications
of the quadratic formula.
t
u
Proposition 3.3. Let h(x) be a polynomial of the form (3.1). Let δ = s2 /4 −
t + 2q. Suppose the following hold:
δ>0
√
s
− t − 2q ± s δ < 0
2
gcd(t, q) = 1

(3.2)

2

(3.3)
(3.4)

Then there is an abelian surface A such that the characteristic polynomial of
Frobenius of A is equal to h(x). Furthermore, A has CM by Q(η), where
s
r
 2

s
s2
η=
− t − 2q + s
− t + 2q.
(3.5)
2
4
∼ Q[x]/(h(x)). ConProof. By Lemma 3.2, h(x) has a root in K = Q(η), so K =
ditions (3.2) and (3.3) ensure√that K is a purely imaginary quadratic extension
of the real quadratic field Q( δ). Under this hypothesis, one can compute that
all four of the roots of h(x) given by Lemma 3.2 have complex absolute value

√

q. Thus h(x) is a q-Weil polynomial, so by Honda-Tate theory [28] there is
an isogeny class A of abelian varieties over Fq with characteristic polynomial of
Frobenius h(x). Condition (3.4) implies that any A ∈ A is ordinary, so by Fact
3.1, any A ∈ A has CM by K.
t
u
If the CM field K = Q(η) is primitive then we can go one step further and
say that there is an abelian surface A ∈ A such that A is the Jacobian of a genus
2 curve over Fq and End(A) is the ring of integers of K.
Proposition 3.4. Let h(x) be a polynomial of the form (3.1) satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.3. Let η be defined by equation (3.5), and suppose that
the number field K = Q(η) is a primitive quartic CM field. Then there is a genus
2 curve C/Fq such that Jac(C) has characteristic polynomial of Frobenius h(x)
and End(Jac(C)) ∼
= OK , the ring of integers of K.
Proof. Let A ∈ A be an abelian surface in the isogeny class of abelian varieties
given by Proposition 3.3. Since K is primitive and A is ordinary, it follows
from the Honda-Tate theorem [28] that A is absolutely simple. By a theorem of
Weil (cf. [24]), an absolutely simple principally polarized abelian surface is the
Jacobian of a genus 2 curve. It thus suffices to show that we can find an A ∈ A
that is principally polarized and has endomorphism ring isomorphic to OK .
Let K0 be the real quadratic subfield of K. By the work of Howe [16, Propositions 5.7 and 10.1], it suffices to show that there is a finite prime p of K0 that
ramifies in K. A variation of Howe’s proof of [16, Lemma 12.1] shows that if
there is no finite prime p of K0 that ramifies in K, then K contains an imaginary quadratic subfield, contradicting the assumption that K is primitive.
t
u
Our algorithms in Sections 4 and 5 for generating pairing-friendly abelian
surfaces will produce primes q and q-Weil polynomials h(x) satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 3.4. To construct the genus 2 curves specified by the
proposition, we turn to genus 2 invariant theory.
If F is a field with char(F) 6= 2, then F-isomorphism classes of genus 2 curves
defined over F are in one-to-one correspondence with triples (j1 , j2 , j3 ) ∈ F3 .
The triple (j1 , j2 , j3 ) corresponding to a curve C is called the curve’s absolute
invariants. Let K be a primitive quartic CM field, and let CK be the set of
isomorphism classes of genus 2 curves over C such that End(Jac(C)) ∼
= OK , the
ring of integers in K. The Igusa class polynomials of K are defined to be
Y
Hi (x) =
(x − ji (C))
C∈CK

for i = 1, 2, 3; these polynomials have rational coefficients. There are currently
several methods for computing the Igusa class polynomials: a complex-analytic
algorithm involving modular functions [27], [29], [31]; a Chinese Remainder Theorem algorithm that computes the Hi (x) modulo many small primes [6], [7]; and
a p-adic lifting algorithm [12]. All three methods are currently limited to CM
fields K with small discriminant and class number.

By the Serre-Tate theory of canonical liftings [17], any ordinary abelian variety A over a finite field is the reduction modulo a suitable prime p of an abelian
variety Ã over C with End(Ã) ∼
= End(A). Furthermore, if A is the Jacobian of a
genus 2 curve C, then Ã is the Jacobian of a genus 2 curve C̃, and the absolute
invariants of C are the reduction modulo p of the absolute invariants of C̃. The
requirement that A be ordinary is essential; see [13, Section 4] for further details.
Combining these facts gives the following statement.
Fact 3.5. Let K be a primitive quartic CM field, and let Hi (x) be the Igusa
class polynomials of K. Let q = pd be a prime power, and let C/Fq be a genus 2
curve. Suppose that End(Jac(C)) ∼
= OK (so in particular, Jac(C) is ordinary).
Then p does not divide the denominator of any coefficient of any Hi (x), and for
each i the absolute invariant ji of C is a root of Hi (x) modulo p.
Thus given a q-Weil polynomial h(x) satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition
3.4 with q prime, we can construct the absolute invariants of C by computing
the Igusa class polynomials for K and finding roots of the polynomials modulo
q. Constructing the curve C from its absolute invariants is then a standard procedure. Algorithm 4.3 below gives step by step instructions for this construction.

4

Constructing Genus 2 Curves with Prescribed
Embedding Degree

We have seen in Sections 2 and 3 that to construct an abelian surface with
prescribed embedding degree k, it suffices to find a q-Weil polynomial h(x) satisfying the conditions of Propositions 2.3 and 3.4. Given such an h(x), Fact 3.5
says that we can use the Igusa class polynomials of K = Q[x]/(h(x)) to find
a genus 2 curve C such that Jac(C) has the desired properties. Since current
methods of computing the Igusa class polynomials are limited to a small range
of quartic CM fields K, we will specify K as an input to our algorithm, and
assume that K is chosen such that the Igusa class polynomials for K are known
or can be easily computed.
Recall that a CM field is a purely imaginary quadratic extension of a totally
real field.
primitive CM fields K of degree 4 can be written in the form
pThus all
√
K = Q( −a + b d) for some integers a, b, d > 0 with a2 − b2 d > 0. If a2 − b2 d
is not a square then K is primitive.
p
√
If we fix an element ξ = −a + b d generating our CM field K and require that the element η given by Proposition 3.3 is equal to ξ, then we have
three equations in the three variables q, s, t. By Proposition 2.3, requiring that
an abelian surface with characteristic polynomial h(x) has embedding degree
k imposes two additional constraints on q, s, t, and it will almost certainly be
impossible to find q, s, t satisfying all five equations. Thus we wish to add at
least two degrees of freedom to our description of the CM field so that instead of
requiring ξ = η, we only require Q(ξ) ∼
= Q(η). The following proposition achieves
this goal.

p
√
Proposition 4.1. Suppose K = Q( −a + b d) is a primitive quartic CM
field. Let u, v, w be integers, and let
α = w2 (au2 + adv 2 + 2bduv),
β = bu2 + bdv 2 + 2auv,
δ = dw4 .
q
√
Then K is isomorphic to Q( −α + β δ).

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

q
√
Proof. Let L = Q( −α + β δ). Since K is primitive it contains a unique
√
quadratic subfield K0 isomorphic to Q( d). Since δ = dw4 , K0 is a quadratic
subfield of L, so it suffices to show that K and L are isomorphic as quadratic
extensions of K0 . One can check that the choices of α, β, δ above satisfy
√
√
√
−α + β δ = (−a + b d)(u − v d)2 w2 ,
√
√
t
so (−a + b d)/(−α + β δ) is a square in K0 , and K and L are isomorphic. u
We now turn to the task of constructing the characteristic polynomial of
Frobenius of a pairing-friendly abelian surface A. We will fix throughout a prime
r and an embedding degree k, and look for a polynomial h(x) satisfying the
conditions
2.3. As remarked above, we will also fix a CM field
p of Proposition
√
K = Q( −a + b d) and require that K ∼
= Q[x]/(h(x)).
Recall that h(x) has the form
h(x) = x4 − sx3 + tx2 − sqx + q 2 .

(4.4)

p
√
If we are given η = −a + b d, Propositions 3.3 and 4.1 give a set of conditions
sufficient for A to have CM by Q(η), namely, that for some u, v, w, the following
hold:
s2
− t − 2q = −w2 (au2 + adv 2 + 2bduv)
2
s = bu2 + bdv 2 + 2auv
s2
− t + 2q = dw4 .
4

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)

By Proposition 2.3, the condition that A has embedding degree k with respect
to r is equivalent to
q 2 + 1 − s(q + 1) + t ≡ 0
Φk (q) ≡ 0

(mod r)
(mod r),

(4.8)
(4.9)

where Φk is the kth cyclotomic polynomial.
Conditions (4.5) through (4.9) together comprise five equations in six variables over Fr , so we can expect to find solutions (q 0 , s0 , t0 , u0 , v 0 , w0 ) in F6r for

some positive fraction of all primes r. Since we have an extra degree of freedom,
we can loop on one variable and search for solutions to the five equations in the
remaining five variables. When a solution is found, we can then lift u0 , v 0 , w0 to
integers u, v, w and use equations (4.5) through (4.7) to compute q, s, t congruent
to q 0 , s0 , t0 modulo r. Explicitly, we have s given by equation (4.6) and
1 2
w (au2 + adv 2 + 2bduv) −
2
1
q = w2 (au2 + adv 2 + 2bduv) +
4
t=

1 4
dw +
2
1 4
dw +
4

3
(bu2 + bdv 2 + 2auv)2 (4.10)
8
1
(bu2 + bdv 2 + 2auv)2 . (4.11)
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We can choose different lifts u, v, w until the value of q computed is prime. (In
theory we could allow q to be a prime power, but since almost all prime powers
in a given interval are prime, in practice we find that q will always be prime.)
We summarize the procedure in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 4.2. The following algorithm takes as input fiveppositive integers
√
a, b, d, k, r and a (finite) interval I ⊂ Z, such that K = Q( −a + b d) is a
primitive quartic CM field, and r is a prime congruent to 1 (mod k). The algorithm outputs either the symbol ⊥ or a prime q and a polynomial h(x) of the
form (4.4). If the output is not ⊥, then there is a genus 2 curve C/Fq such that
– Jac(C) has characteristic polynomial of Frobenius h(x),
– Jac(C) has endomorphism ring isomorphic to OK , and
– Jac(C) has embedding degree k with respect to r.
1. Set v 0 ← 0.
2. Using v 0 as the value of the variable v, find a simultaneous solution (q 0 , s0 , t0 ,
u0 , w0 ) ∈ F5r to equations (4.5) through (4.9) modulo r. If none exists, go to
Step 5.
3. Let u0 , v0 , w0 be the unique integers in [0, r) congruent to u0 , v 0 , w0 respectively.
4. For each triple (i1 , i2 , i3 ) ∈ I 3 , do the following:
(a) Set u ← u0 + i1 r, v ← v0 + i2 r, w ← w0 + i3 r.
(b) Compute q, s, and t by equations (4.11), (4.6), and (4.10), respectively.
(c) If t and q are integers, q is prime, and q - t, go to Step 6.
5. Set v 0 ← v 0 + 1. If v 0 ≡ 0 (mod r) then output ⊥; otherwise go to Step 2.
6. Output q and the polynomial h(x) = x4 − sx3 + tx2 − sqx + q 2 .
By Fact 3.5, if q and h(x) are outputs of Algorithm 4.2, we can construct the
desired curve C by the following procedure:
Algorithm 4.3. The following algorithm takes as input a prime q and a q-Weil
polynomial h(x). Let K = Q[x]/(h(x)). With high probability, the algorithm
outputs a genus 2 curve C/Fq such that
– Jac(C) has characteristic polynomial of Frobenius h(x), and
– Jac(C) has endomorphism ring isomorphic to OK .

1. Compute the Igusa class polynomials Hi (x) for K, via e.g. [31], [6], or [12].
2. Let Si for i = 1, 2, 3 be the sets of roots in Fq of the Hi (x) (mod q).
3. Let n1 = h(1) and n2 = h(−1). For each (j1 , j2 , j3 ) ∈ S1 × S2 × S3 , do the
following:
(a) Use Mestre’s algorithm [21] to compute a curve C/Fq with absolute Igusa
invariants (j1 , j2 , j3 ).
(b) Choose a random point P ∈ Jac(C)(Fq ).
(c) If [n1 ]P = O, return C.
(d) If [n2 ]P = O, return the quadratic twist of C.
(e) If K ∼
= Q(ζ5 ), repeat Steps 3b through 3d for each quintic twist of C.
We note that if the correct triple of invariants is tested in Step 3 then the
algorithm will output the correct curve C. The algorithm will only output an
incorrect curve C if the random point P has order dividing both # Jac(C) and
one of n1 or n2 . If q is reasonably large then this event occurs with negligible
probability; to further reduce the probability of error one could choose more
random points P .
We have run Algorithm 4.2 for various prime values r of cryptographic size
and various embedding degrees k, and used Algorithm 4.3 to generate pairingfriendly genus 2 curves C. Some examples appear in Appendix A.
4.1

Analysis of Algorithm 4.2

The success of Algorithm 4.2 depends on two factors: finding a valid solution
(q 0 , s0 , t0 , u0 , w0 ) in Step 2, and finding lifts q and t in Step 4 such that q and t are
integers and q is prime. In our analysis we treat these two factors independently.
A theoretical analysis of the probability of finding a valid solution in Step 2
is beyond our means at this time; instead, we provide some experimental data.
We fixed an embedding degree k and a bit size µ and chose random primes
µ
r ∈ [2µ−1
well as random integers a, b, d ∈ [1, r] such that a2 − b2 d > 0;
p, 2 ] as √
then Q( −a + b d) is a quartic CM field. For each k between 2 and 30 we ran
1,000 such trials, increasing the value of v 0 until a solution was found. We found
that for each k, between 35 and 40 percent of the trials produced a solution;
these data appear to be independent of the bit size µ. In cases where a solution
was found, the average number of v 0 tried was less than 2, with the number
approaching 1 as ϕ(k) grew. We thus aborted the trial if no solution was found
for any v 0 ≤ 20, and we recommend that others implementing the algorithm do
the same.
Whether t and q are integers can be determined by an analysis modulo 4
of the parameters involved in equations (4.10) and (4.11). In all cases, for a
fixed a, b, d, we see that q is an integer for at least 1/8 of the possible choices of
u, v, w, and t is an integer whenever q is. This analysis also leads to the following
observation.
Remark 4.4. For the following choices of a, b, d, the value of q will never be
an odd integer: a ≡ b ≡ 0 (mod 4); and (a, b, d) ≡ (0, 2, 0), (1, 2, 1), or (2, 2, 0)

(mod 4). Thus for Algorithm 4.2 to produce prime values of q these choices must
be avoided.
this restriction does
a problem, since if b = 2` b0
p not pose
p In practice
√
√
then Q( −a + b d) is isomorphic to Q( −a + b0 4` d).
If we treat u0 and w0 as random integers in [0, r), we see from equation (4.11)
that we can expect q to be roughly the same size as r4 . Thus by the Prime
Number Theorem, we should expect to try roughly 4 log r integer values of q
before we find one that is prime.
Since q ≈ r4 , by Definition 2.8 the ρ-values of the varieties generated will
be roughly 8; the examples in Appendix A bear this heuristic observation out
in practice. As a consequence, to achieve comparable levels of security on the
abelian surface A and in the finite field Fqk , the chosen embedding degree k
should be one eighth of the embedding degree of an “ideal” abelian surface of
prime order r ≈ q 2 .

5

Constructing Genus 2 Curves with Prescribed Full
Embedding Degree

Algorithm 4.2 constructs abelian surfaces A/Fq that have prescribed embedding
degree k with respect to a subgroup of a given size r. By Proposition 2.3, this
guarantees that two roots of the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius have
order dividing k, so if k > 1 then two dimensions of A[r] are contained in A(Fqk ).
However, the algorithm makes no claim about the remaining two roots of the
characteristic polynomial, so we have no control over the full embedding degree
of A, i.e. the field over which all of the points of A[r] are defined. Such control
would be necessary, for instance, in a protocol that required pairings involving
three or four linearly independent r-torsion points. We thus seek a method of
producing abelian surfaces with prescribed full embedding degree.
As in the previous section, we fix a prime r and an embedding degree k.
To construct an abelian variety with prescribed full embedding degree k with
respect to r, by Proposition 2.7 it suffices to produce a characteristic polynomial
of Frobenius with four distinct roots, all of which have order dividing k in F×
r .
There are many possibilities for such a polynomial; for our construction we will
choose the polynomial to have the form
h(x) ≡ x4 − (q 2 + 1)x2 + q 2

(mod r)

(5.1)

This polynomial has roots 1, −1, q, −q, so choosing q to be a primitive kth root
of unity modulo r will give us the desired condition on the orders of the roots.
To ensure that all four roots are distinct we require k ≥ 3. Since −1 has order
2, the full embedding degree k must be even.
Now suppose as in the previous section that the characteristic polynomial of
Frobenius (over the integers) is given by
h(x) = x4 − sx3 + tx2 − sqx + q 2 .

(5.2)

Equation (5.1) and the requirement that q be a primitive kth root of unity
modulo r tell us that
Φk (q) ≡ 0 (mod r)
s ≡ 0 (mod r)
t ≡ −q 2 − 1 (mod r),

(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)

where Φk is the kth cyclotomic polynomial.
As before, due to the limitations
of the genus 2 CM method we will fix a
p
√
quartic CM field K = Q( −a + b d), and look for a polynomial h(x) such
that K ∼
= Q[x]/(h(x)). By Propositions 3.3 and 4.1 it suffices to find u, v, and
w satisfying equations (4.5) through (4.7). These three equations together with
equations (5.3) through (5.5) give six relations in six variables, so we can expect
to find a valid solution (q 0 , s0 , t0 , u0 , v 0 , w0 ) modulo r for some positive fraction of
all r. As in Algorithm 4.2, if a solution exists we can then lift u0 , v 0 , w0 to integers
u, v, w and use equations (4.11), (4.6), and (4.10) to compute q, s, t congruent to
q 0 , s0 , t0 modulo r. We choose different lifts u, v, w until the value of q computed
is prime. We summarize the procedure in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 5.1. The following algorithm takes as input fiveppositive integers
√
a, b, d, k, r and a (finite) interval I ⊂ Z, such that K = Q( −a + b d) is a
primitive quartic CM field, k ≥ 4 is even, and r is a prime congruent to 1
(mod k). The algorithm outputs either the symbol ⊥ or a prime q and a polynomial h(x) of the form (5.2). If the output is not ⊥, then there is a genus 2 curve
C/Fq such that
– Jac(C) has characteristic polynomial of Frobenius h(x),
– Jac(C) has endomorphism ring isomorphic to OK , and
– Jac(C) has full embedding degree k with respect to r.
1. Find a simultaneous solution (q 0 , s0 , t0 , u0 , v 0 , w0 ) ∈ F6r to equations (4.5)
through (4.7) and (5.3) through (5.5). If none exists, output ⊥.
2. Let u0 , v0 , w0 be the unique integers in [0, r) congruent to u0 , v 0 , w0 respectively.
3. For each triple (i1 , i2 , i3 ) ∈ I 3 , do the following:
(a) Set u ← u0 + i1 r, v ← v0 + i2 r, w ← w0 + i3 r.
(b) Compute q, s, and t by equations (4.11), (4.6), and (4.10), respectively.
(c) If t and q are integers, q is prime, and q - t, go to Step 4.
(d) If every triple (i1 , i2 , i3 ) has been tested, output ⊥.
4. Output q and the polynomial h(x) = x4 − sx3 + tx2 − sqx + q 2 .
If q and h(x) are outputs of Algorithm 5.1, we can use Algorithm 4.3 to
construct the desired curve C. As noted in Remark 4.4, certain choices of (a, b, d)
input into Algorithm 5.1 must be avoided. Since the algorithm requires solving
six equations in six variables, there is no extra degree of freedom that we can
use for a loop as in Algorithm 4.2. Thus if no solution to the system exists for a
given r, we must try again with a different r.

We have run Algorithm 5.1 for various prime values r of cryptographic size
and various embedding degrees k, and used Algorithm 4.3 to generate pairingfriendly genus 2 curves C. Some examples with r of cryptographic size appear
in Appendix B. As before, the ρ-values of the varieties generated are roughly 8.
To determine the success probability of Algorithm 5.1 we ran Step 1 for
random primes r of various sizes and integers a, b, d defining quartic CM fields.
We found that for even values of k between 2 and 30, in 1,000 trials the system of
equations (4.5)-(4.7) and (5.3)-(5.5) had a solution for between 8 and 14 percent
of all inputs, independent of the size of r. The remainder of the analysis proceeds
as in Section 4.1.
Remark 5.2. Since the endomorphism rings of the abelian varieties constructed
by Algorithm 4.3 are Dedekind domains, by Proposition 2.6 if r is unramified
in OK then the variety constructed has full embedding degree k even if the
characteristic polynomial of Frobenius has multiple roots. Thus while Algorithm
5.1 is stated for k ≥ 4, it also works for k = 2.
5.1

Constructing Genus 2 Curves C with Jac(C)[r] ⊂ Jac(C)(Fq )

It may happen that for some protocols we require all of the r-torsion points of
our pairing-friendly abelian surface A to be defined over a prime field, i.e. A
to have full embedding degree 1. Since Algorithm 5.1 requires k to be even, we
must find a different means of constructing such abelian surfaces.
Since the abelian surfaces we construct via Algorithm 4.3 have endomorphism
rings equal to rings of integers in number fields, we may apply Proposition 2.6
to determine when such a surface has embedding degree 1. Given a prime r, we
seek characteristic polynomial h(x) such that h(x) ≡ (x − 1)4 (mod r). In the
notation of (5.2), this means that we have q ≡ 1, s ≡ 4, and t ≡ 6 (mod r).
Substituting these values into expressions (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), we see that the
left hand sides of equations (4.5) and (4.7) both become zero. Thus if we set
w ≡ 0 (mod r), we need only find a solution (u, v) to
bu2 + bdv 2 + 2auv = 4

(mod r).

(5.6)

This single equation in two variables gives an extra degree of freedom as in
Algorithm 4.2, allowing us to loop on the value of v until a solution is found.
The complete algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 5.3. The following algorithm takes as input
integers
p four positive
√
a, b, d, r and a (finite) interval I ⊂ Z, such that K = Q( −a + b d) is a primitive quartic CM field, and r is prime. The algorithm outputs either the symbol
⊥ or a prime q and a polynomial h(x) of the form (5.2). If the output is not ⊥,
then there is a genus 2 curve C/Fq such that
– Jac(C) has characteristic polynomial of Frobenius h(x),
– Jac(C) has endomorphism ring isomorphic to OK , and
– Jac(C)[r] ⊂ Jac(C)(Fq ).

1. Set v 0 ← 0.
2. Using v 0 as the value of the variable v, find a solution u0 to equation (5.6)
modulo r. If none exists, go to Step 5.
3. Let u0 , v0 be the unique integers in [0, r) congruent to u0 , v 0 respectively.
4. For each triple (i1 , i2 , i3 ) ∈ I × I × (I ∩ Z>0 ), do the following:
(a) Set u ← u0 + i1 r, v ← v0 + i2 r, w ← i3 r.
(b) Compute q, s, and t by equations (4.11), (4.6), and (4.10), respectively.
(c) If t and q are integers, q is prime, and q - t, go to Step 6.
5. Set v 0 ← v 0 + 1. If v 0 ≡ 0 (mod r) then output ⊥; otherwise go to Step 2.
6. Output q and the polynomial h(x) = x4 − sx3 + tx2 − sqx + q 2 .
We can then use Algorithm 4.3 to construct the genus 2 curve C whose
Jacobian has the desired properties. An example with a prime r of cryptographic
size appears in Appendix B. Since equation (5.6) is quadratic in u, we expect to
find a solution u0 for half of all values v 0 ; the remainder of the analysis proceeds
as in Section 4.1.
We note that Proposition 2.6 requires that the prime r be unramified in
the specified CM field K. Since r is large (currently at least 2160 ) and current
methods only allow us to work with CM fields with very small discriminant, this
condition will always be satisfied in practice.

6
6.1

Extending the Algorithms
Composite-Order Subgroups

Recently, a number of protocols have been proposed that require a pairingfriendly abelian variety with a subgroup r whose order is a large composite
number that is presumed to be infeasible to factor, such as an RSA modulus
(see e.g. [3]). We observe that our algorithms extend readily to produce such
varieties. If we choose the desired subgroup size r = r1 r2 and find appropriate
(qi0 , s0i , t0i , u0i , vi0 , wi0 ) modulo ri for i = 1, 2, we can use the Chinese Remainder
Theorem to compute the values of the parameters modulo r, which we then lift
to the integers in the usual manner. An example where r is a product of 512-bit
primes appears in Appendix A.
6.2

Improving the ρ-Values

Algorithms 4.2 and 5.1 produce pairing-friendly abelian varieties with ρ-values
around 8. This ρ-value means that computations on the abelian variety A must
be done over a field whose size (in bits) is four times the size of the prime-order
subgroup. Since the fields of definition of abelian surfaces can have as little as
half as many bits as group sizes, our large ρ-value implies that arithmetic in the
order-r subgroup of A will be significantly less efficient than if r were the full
order of A(Fq ).
An important open problem is thus to produce genus 2 curves C/Fq whose
Jacobians are ordinary and pairing-friendly with respect to subgroups of order

r ≈ q (i.e. ρ ≈ 2) or even r ≈ q 2 (i.e. ρ ≈ 1). Just as there are a multitude
of techniques for producing elliptic curves with ρ < 2 [8], there may be many
different ways to generate abelian surfaces with ρ < 2. The results presented in
this paper suggest two possible approaches; these ideas are the basis of ongoing
research.
The Brezing-Weng extension. Our construction of pairing-friendly genus 2
curves is modeled on the Cocks-Pinch method for constructing pairing-friendly
elliptic curves [5], which produces curves with ρ ≈ 2. Brezing and Weng [4]
generalized the Cocks-Pinch method to produce elliptic curves with ρ < 2 by
working over a number field L instead of modulo the prime r. Our method invites
a similar generalization.
A Brezing-Weng-like construction for abelian surfaces would look something
like the following: choose an embedding degree k and a primitive quartic CM
field K. Let L = Q[x]/(r(x)) be an extension of K that contains the kth roots
of unity. Consider equations (4.5) through (4.10) as having coefficients in L, and
find a simultaneous solution (q 0 , s0 , t0 , u0 , v 0 , w0 ) in L6 . Represent these solutions
as polynomials modulo r(x) and lift to Q[x] to compute polynomials q(x), s(x),
and t(x). Then for any x0 for which q(x0 ), r(x0 ), s(x0 ), and t(x0 ) take on integer
values and q = q(x0 ) is prime, we can use Algorithm 4.3 to produce a genus 2
curve C over Fq whose Jacobian has embedding degree k with respect to r(x0 ).
While the setup is straightforward, it is far from obvious how to choose a
number field L so that the relevant equations have solutions in L. It is also
unclear what ρ-values the construction would produce.
The MNT extension. The first construction of pairing-friendly ordinary elliptic curves was given by Miyaji, Nakabayashi, and Takano [23], who constructed
curves of prime order with embedding degree k = 3, 4, or 6. While the MNT
method is fundamentally different from our approach in this paper, our hope is
that the results established here – in particular the relationship between the CM
field and the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius described by Proposition
3.3 – will lead to a generalization of the MNT equations that produces abelian
surfaces of prime order with small embedding degree.

A

Appendix: Examples of Abelian Surfaces with
Prescribed Embedding Degree

We implemented Algorithm 4.2 in MAGMA and ran the program on a Red Hat
Linux system with a 2.38 GHz AMD Opteron processor and 4 GB of RAM. To
speed up the computations we used probabilistic primality testing throughout.
p
√
Example 1. We used the CM field K = Q( −2 + 2) to construct a curve
whose Jacobian has embedding degree 2 with respect to r = 2160 + 7. The Igusa
class polynomials for K can be found in [29]. Algorithm 4.2 ran in less than 1
second and output the following:
q = 79500661164017010939694087600577439611686341541975854298300086686199863358077173 \
97718598806048104286246902609064396966763836446430241565650794386330511522658711 \
936072460021623269435928862304096161

(651 bits)

s = 24106522149194751442854131036844857413955837089165628335751306445338695476073298 \
4103585110310902524
t = 27359796173391521974641264798803491215724479159390071276139217084203713717703656 \
55339687429984334911542250536630747540833278734962025912889995467452433290635909 \
8037458417219626973988439102556464966.

The equation of curve C is y 2 = x5 + a3 x3 + a2 x2 + a1 x + a0 , with
a3 = 78155646382800928028736024513469672336333400326268001956337324666339940328303648 \
05233918296724734157425944009119807179618084606363721356664947849828920635199536 \
383165038349582750830436766970252305
a2 = 75820715448152194561703664468239228311494951070587808813226860892062618893343879 \
48338188122777399118742240541369920781021614606618491386755769001513635702002583 \
900328984724486510381446751384612338
a1 = 38180895173516496160634313784225571603708056687712617826249486612556118040311047 \
28412516481837472216648106219404759483953015501490776665659662815927077156530942 \
394435679890448998428239238224064322
a0 = 45177931133803554760365209853147386766975669710479527089607077734830321391815260 \
19191380637561071045120827733864057302909106384439009009025246738012848274281139 \
752085484204533726326846152147956130.

The ρ-value of Jac(C) is 8.135.
p
√
Example 2. We used the CM field K = Q( −13 + 3 13) to construct a curve
whose Jacobian has embedding degree 5 with respect to r = 2256 + 1935. The
Igusa class polynomials for K can be found in [29]. Algorithm 4.2 ran in 3.0
seconds and output the following:
q = 1870544173002728888290817581036226252518001352754342974688346349219460924691130 \
9207215908660015076218177451067712463551555331881415876254893008551016733257321 \
5441270589752077522006658432262016468208281984961662245609641191899564998854647 \
18489846985003356378154220307855272110401992016598515195942158384281100933489
(1041 bits)
s = 1621997578070174222283507927143130531335055779897362083316681930623437802701275 \
4033505343992314546700074277065693573263800362365548531051311005577905669351236
t = 1029144219455907098716348470347734140164611477633472831266067182570500499261494 \
2994390753336294484397229397870412283990089509476225397510189387301951274595794 \
6108341282275068499215680887160629471694308122324369720622834515943875356905273 \
828826073700791264227305233330675683512084945877473304419543733527614996293734.

The equation of curve C is y 2 = x5 + a3 x3 + a2 x2 + a1 x + a0 , with
a3 = 17711932034826598918283689493771517557773876172909860411136075106337245263908578 \
38130632676662412318317995526768766016156509218023316817809243032636104864542135 \
90450974675151214252356394141967359391373046477845725484335245940593602161185522 \
99407180726519279323555530065745247279169841864254113262083113263075718295
a2 = 15986676510291987692234115367676532911850944091016679833071471047947234683585606 \
97115034669874820450535884159056843728249225669815188505386944583659138080162909 \
05967274844595441965601950514813102729723644095411071587133554049011997599748427 \
04612514672592478589233445454956670634552105995792263972845133993646857289
a1 = 47201942823478063845886098041135725187242793436198889585030352165809645065572147 \
21227820016294216571118639320025552488751294747094636654493682076253265791893965 \
45479038178461819213500842438576057436074730626945979688825026746690602467861501 \
2281818681359026040996384658923207970706564464069283901844339068262687354
a0 = 78304034375067256115734447740946659290071046170720112481596930213348431536496457 \
55121110421815824365159812788162205652367009731948183507741581532695550495070587 \
92454247668794075954692123006270938295625578774958097004925464585575953412442322 \
1228908077280258993071432261971942688590160442022991810187885898334621434.

The ρ-value of Jac(C) is 8.130.
p
√
Example 3. We used the CM field Q(ζ5 ) ∼
= Q( −5 + 2 5) to construct a
curve whose Jacobian has embedding degree 2 with respect to a subgroup whose
order is the product of two randomly chosen 512-bit primes. The subgroup order
is r = r1 r2 , where
r1 = 11803978689777937943630606482916630610771262360451038998055839540326529770667084 \
062695438348436957971986847682411715391172021957457983799164479816029042551
r2 = 10562148112423020416524404694757877364214379304398742300462810766190994206554837 \
207802978683338292737134181615327106550577658909300056175064143407612201171.

The curve parameters output by the algorithm are
q = 14925756484395620588340828961670838257513478706661565697246822452504566552140574 \
74275668706184183327230608483783712366474758540746217028667487640911962140986093 \
59903780875602224701232721517755213629155759198095454310558027874214652820897780 \
48338806058606648821868718121245230762548334976366496124554483981483373801822503 \
18758725806366008622941072711764141598846701323136361663060926784565678664538250 \
23874718116067100977473985910754671583037224467808596416749758475149713319062473 \
74399104764260620817405752205039794946019315946178866373730387037002559508679891 \
44357730733095744103473318344983004268767007670270242719737679118393627683220416 \
75605009419743690693290835970867023580838717704131085502485876888443683400866368 \
64345479945496156749317515523050853191696677524833613405135129810489621329660238 \
89244539780245136081209255964092163233976483113439769549485060896253859358734331 \
19930151392114629641610364671194105833243981596030284473849469606225223077099760 \
86594719202865212059495511515977529686387197586381218449843669576881871079352042 \
69465431597468998346396023010952098826061556118020285877117725097032386440616504 \
28502599989386107821563538568782105247868640515028039633458886446739031585428678 \
9262735572775970427343989598147871137491

(4117 bits)

s = 13098746878962436440014430683891336683317189571490505914813272120811614309324444 \
30336687135429372830005979537504811319304227876636545294152800886721481194819411 \
44624135353251248073884108628005901787542961419689724694687487336334619968682790 \
21039607839123504580552652029391105109750920051131450697823896534575237857994830 \
56298693250718475162251581557619826414147500984015051436813281177097994456801761 \
97174442756081720787494726061818695435505654282090080600590631735564462133464861 \
73162818427680611330419117138057068982990767177882746152075661144341866400320151 \
8414345765447763605149300871290591470423293221894274883969124
t = 71447874351911649047790586558090993998563268603490200023957371422801555162937685 \
07296002619459169499895279824782323405031581247980954417856736951579004108911519 \
16374906648343899116560434911044130020633554209704979393260809079217893525464617 \
69753994907767539781234086574311861423270536332570478739783905207633694971163471 \
18757870509855481732347199370915802950047712095686371104617944293443643288015530 \
27224958320020384166457988720401500351921296371325003126205910097643198873831469 \
60590843706677255378935459791641291371995936491889113990075656995752244186562940 \
83579220633083045610904609285584737842460614919195912958244350908511855860279595 \
59906607559811920380005495574714984339183396467817845275035961548974096847357726 \
11868105264986273481213182876058495587347307328384288851688092320553325295267915 \
64879936143358739376312781370239584842226523781099374576657903290041140042367842 \
55308748946136333795447086218737649380677221974694759126119679699115733732510625 \
10091180685177745383254401797406388419467419999715513451267992879837317443158498 \
02338316890066802244994870509143762467271661125319620435419746851455151619806700 \
93306648871023302649907691217825348504456208073558963082634045539270253362741192 \
2754835397256625852900699321573718056406.

The equation of the curve C is y 2 = x5 + 1. The ρ-value of Jac(C) is 8.044.

B

Appendix: Examples of Abelian Surfaces with
Prescribed Full Embedding Degree

We implemented Algorithms 5.1 and 5.3 in MAGMA and ran the programs on
a Red Hat Linux system with a 2.38 GHz AMD Opteron processor and 4 GB of
RAM. Again, we used probabilistic primality testing throughout.
p
√
Example 4. We used the CM field K = Q( −30 + 2 5) to construct a curve
whose Jacobian has full embedding degree 4 with respect to r = 2224 −3047. The
field K is non-Galois and has class number 4. The Igusa class polynomials for
K can be found in the preprint version of [31]. Algorithm 5.1 ran in 9.0 seconds
and output the following:
q = 25875665546464625747483263904141863215223855685631927398442175454186047689727181 \
93547787762403459561595464510459271889368692252698428991156316604026525830665311 \
73752631723673975981658103493179680308122182358656015780699038697521031094256755 \
40495783228843733030724545875768981

(912 bits)

s = −4981907316436854688682625846712085276007496620523632869010583337623019839812196 \
71064640328975509363599597611032566043231600440271513245536
t = 11315891237651345494483496588271771338331199214236780785739679696556702185995706 \
34372064002496085550624521210317464488708701543703195565346155063791365178640664 \
14606889659037650402335705765920362951147827106493530098874861489026762557535530 \
487734206112547487022564593381460566.

The equation of curve C is y 2 = x5 + a3 x3 + a2 x2 + a1 x + a0 , with
a3 = 38557522515431718239138775060871205148933533072861261987872384836301846569735691 \
98659203885183971732172895101214552565189586386075463460413300321595163673236547 \
01858086829402659012929942804221720007434564827463546641733443182389934765013564 \
8127992376600282420268291028803021
a2 = 24361005015196617163667303200244929565396754003199827807036659742558068205679538 \
42160098098260878264842948120639524037265934211880780488463539945820106947877300 \
19189022859405786742281608167622704227996495252854882617846133996598330042941638 \
79810835474597261493353081510971860
a1 = 66320501401668844356948887655622054099995573466241416241541350131153121137993090 \
85635251499283342087242563793741047433071997209515897943786177629734199317620050 \
78838031904755852619295711922546671672538134189634737065276752833417635898769501 \
6379103998602779880888128315848257
a0 = 14382706785238411696604261079830832924182682159103069238604604235474798613117520 \
63172956299590491867116182929144152136870787179261898874121788589210503017604127 \
07396812946751792677163628751267190836563349333071193338619515991035776086979757 \
14869063111066962733459404280651443.

The ρ-value of Jac(C) is 8.139.
p
√
Example 5. We used the CM field Q(ζ5 ) ∼
= Q( −5 + 2 5) to construct a
curve whose Jacobian has full embedding degree 18 with respect to r = 2512 −
21765. It is well known that if q is a prime congruent to 1 modulo 5, then curves
of the form y 2 = x5 + a over Fq have ordinary Jacobians with endomorphism
ring equal to the ring of integers in Q(ζ5 ). Algorithm 5.1 ran in 118 seconds and
output the following:
q = 14555061271614284829374548810808668921344787153336861961038950978287550386155088 \
27761408657449714149293817644592128041703058419247667367620955457503763764714368 \
14187932866719028481645089094069906583996373002241963091289099300688688994901771 \
83873675731615158570245932236872128937154479692085273245058632104897428914803561 \
29605998354055071775377646204638906630542040592646748390702920765239663750378074 \
83299238315928230714527086687127082551072561286442424934953309068386901100135192 \
92807522477039053315542103935756755589377186962105535601164019023329205199251303 \
4274720082459631288150189004532221055396710595277269413733261

(2061 bits)

s = 43752127389092211668913731818257083380184185029518072697970279699709038554595574 \
67775441465528134480249170813639910902216349834259532905575148957826052783432254 \
79119405645969200966206278121318902156015403475862583609211968197706368610425979 \
74826227341593725640985162876416189413727067617925373652301554222041356
t = 76506345185413572894000615027118972245682316768376511436322271820887135834751430 \
01408196970280322848312865810412722709808538881978637395656622842478438983838876 \
26929204429568746779543344427174688447427513177017872136990404463200335646893378 \
01074535914928884192396518493957853498563753295379600060198999275134256487324441 \
89371513845650103152259540955370064472019241067489625256118717229482895166343889 \
42663816081413289131028669600536087288481804865750637595013957630684845995843479 \
83683439139891802705356974591743005414154458649393619533536954826980321148967937 \
7476514313547875886064652765464806096914954872592737951833086

The equation of the curve C is y 2 = x5 + 32. The ρ-value of Jac(C) is 8.047.

p
√
Example 6. We set r = 2192 −237 and used the CM field K = Q( −13 + 2 13)
to construct a curve C/Fq with Jac(C)[r] ⊂ Jac(C)(Fq ). The Igusa class polynomials for K can be found in [29]. We used the probabilistic algorithm of Freeman
and Lauter [7, Algorithm 4.3] to confirm that Jac(C)[r] ⊂ Jac(C)(Fq ). Algorithm
5.3 ran in less than 1 second and output the following:
q = 4191798849211914124902244618848756899193592246215080849441631615855359893269773 \
8327284238146533178952595514119544134042899670799813486533037930225140261134972 \
184858371833006384825748861428606963706945278841950659614763084156191121281
(773 bits)
s = 1576080247855779168491161604005744552203189570818617866598415719128066469116454 \
99383869668163280777796966990248899856
t = 9315108553804253610893876930775015331541316102700179665408699794065331181793524 \
7868280240496093817714835413389999327199464125573905471260121583563303002387532 \
19243748436256787827661246671324707727932944167299366404935886919307341774.

The equation of the curve C is y 2 = x5 + a3 x3 + a2 x2 + a1 x + a0 , with
a3 = 2893228252181903828032666650330702061115254821639907832121551293554610054104650 \
0236496280654550443299789272074458998335853692890231959310580500998455620318382 \
524712708563859789862558817962363472057215969070691833496326884518889808430
a2 = 1851912640325009496595380234778526540849972471873664901982498829607297657969434 \
1603442338687581207910703233904867704056894561942174712161256934613350929958734 \
165225312376664624843422015989452440518084961410430082273146516119934790021
a1 = 5100452282713554586805534914576670657320807147263165840341458425888696715162155 \
2727115481946716669005556979235160502720430286972046240533022800475394994574789 \
94684865345941988652933629587647405581943934960966405623978471953839825408
a0 = 3327721860978577910161403683069170837051501723015842731049087930338105490856300 \
2107593345028426924926394761717189759759804510292286607540583929014098308903511 \
307594286699453507023231980891792192797295805978422882372264155028501878062.

The ρ-value of Jac(C) is 8.050.
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